
 

 

 

 

PRESS RELEASE 

Paris, october 19th 2021 

 

TRACIP LAUNCHES ITS FIELD DIGITAL FORENSICS KIT AT THE MILIPOL SHOW  
 

On the occasion of Milipol, the leading event for Homeland Security and Safety (October 19 to 22 - Paris), TRACIP, 

subsidiary of the Deveryware group and the first private French laboratory for digital forensics expertise, is 

launching its field digital forensics investigation kit : the « Field k'IT backpack ». 

 

With this new product, TRACIP offers digital investigators a light and compact version of the existing kit (« Field 

k'IT stormcase). The « Field k'IT backpack » is an urban kit that fits in a backpack. It incorporates the most 

important equipment of the stormcase kit (hexib'IT laptop, external blocker, duplicator), removing less essential 

at the operational level and potentially bulky accessories (electrical power strip, extension cord, camera or lamp). 

Relatively large external hard drives have been replaced by smaller SSDs, which are much lighter and more 

efficient. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thanks to its experience, Tracip offers a complete kit including all the equipment, accessories and software 

essential to start an investigation in the field, making it possible to:  

 

> Disassemble a workstation, laptop or any other digital device that may contain evidence  

> Secure the proof, regardless of the port on the device (IDE, SATA, SAS, FW and UBS2 / 3) 

 > Duplicate a hard drive quickly and independently  

> Preview the content of the proof  

> Do a quick keyword search or export data  

> Create logical proof containers to protect information  

 

This new feature complements the “Field k'IT stormcase” (hardened case), an update of the previous field kit, 

which replaces the initial laptop with a hexib'IT laptop (a new product developed by TRACIP). Another update with 

the Field k'IT stormcase is the replacement of the 4 write blockers by a single multi-connection blocker (new 

product also developed by Tracip), saving space. Some accessories have also been added such as Faraday bags (to 

block RF, Bluetooth, WiFi, GPS and cellular signals and protect against data theft). 

 



More information (page in french) : https://www.tracip.fr/nos-produits/kit-dinvestigation/kit-dinvestigation-

terrain/ 

 

 

TRACIP AT MILIPOL 

Milipol Paris  

october 19 -22 2021 

Parc des Expositions - Paris-Nord Villepinte - Halls 4 & 5a 

Tracip stand (demo and live test of digital forensic equipment): 5R 122 

 

DEVERYWARE GROUP 

Deveryware stand : 5N 130 

Discover our dedicated webpage : https://deveryware.com/milipol-2021/ 

 
 

 Download here visuals 

 
 

About Deveryware  

Founded in 2003, Deveryware is the leader in investigative technologies and global security services, committed to serving the security of 

States, businesses and populations through innovative digital technologies and high value-added solutions. 

The Group’s solutions help accelerate investigations, analyze evidence, secure against risks and manage crises. The group's offer, together 

with its subsidiaries’ solutions – OAK Branch, Tracip and Crisotech, covers judicial and digital investigation, real-time geolocation platforms, 

cybersecurity, the fight against fraud, crisis management and emergency communications. 

With a turnover of € 37 million in 2020 (a 600% increase within 10 years) and 140 collaborators, the group is established in Europe, Africa, 

and North and South America. It is highly committed to R&D and invests 10% of its turnover in it. 

Tracip joined Deveryware in 2019 to form the digital forensics pole within the French group. The solutions and services offered by Tracip 

have made it possible to increase the complementarity of Deveryware's offerings. These synergies thus make it possible to combine 

forensics and criminalistics with geolocation, opening up a unique field in terms of research, processing and analysis of evidence at the 

service of investigators. 

The Group is recognized by its peers, and is therefore 2020 Champion of the “Pôle Systematic Paris-Region” competition, it has been ranked 

among the Top 250 of French software publishers (Tech’In France, Syntec Numérique and EY), the Truffle 100, among French software 

publishers (Truffle Capital, Teknowlogy | CXP-PAC), and among the 500 Growth Champions 2021 (Les Echos, Statista). Crisotech has been 

awarded the Gold medal of the 2021 “Trophées de la Sécurité” (in the category co-construction of a service by a large group and an SME) 

and TRACIP has been certified “Cyber Expert” (cybermalveillance.gouv.fr label). 

tracip.com 

deveryware.com 
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